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On the regularity up to the boundary 
for higher order quasilinear elliptic systems 
EUGEN VlSZUS 
A bstract. The partial regularity up to the boundary of weak solutions to the Dirichiet prob-
lem for higher order quasilinear elliptic systems is proved. T h e proof of partial regularity 
is direct. 
Keywords: Quasilinear elliptic system, weak solution, partial regularity up to the boundary 
Classification: 35J60, 35B65 
1. Introduction. Using the direct method from[3], [4], we shall prove partial 
regularity of weak solutions up to the boundary. 
We shall consider the following problem: 
Iv 
(1.1) Y, E (-l)H0°(4/(*' S(u))Dfiu') = 0, x G 0, i = 1,..., N, 
>=1 \a\-im 
|fl.-m,-
(1.2) D<V|r=0, i = l,...,N, \a\<rm-l, 
where n > 2, 0 = Q(0, b) n {x € Rn : xn > Oj, 
9(y,<0 = {x£Rn: \xi - Vi\ < a, i = 1, . . . , N}, a > 0, 
r = Q(0,6) n {x € Rn : xn = 0}, mt > 1, rrij is integer for i = 1, . . . , N, 
6(u) = {Dau* : |a| < m* - 1, i = 1, . . . , N}. 
Let us denote K = 5^i==1 (
n^m_.71)* ^ e s uPPo s e ^l-a^ 
are uniformly continuous on ft x RK 
(13) 4 *J — 
' l f / | < L o n O x R K , I > 0 . 
(i.4) Y, E ^-sOtftf-HKii2. ">° 
t,>=l |a|=rm,-
|/*|=m; 
for all (x, 0 € 0 x R* and ( 6 R*, t? = EJ l i C^m'""*1)' B v a w e a k s o l u t i o n o f t h e 
problem (1.1), (1.2) we mean a function u € H^O) (HHa) = ffmi x* * -xH m^(H), 
Hm»'(0) - Sobolev space for i = 1, . . . , N, u = (u\..., uN) - see [8]) such that 
-v r 
(L5^ E E A°f(x,6(u))Df*uWa<p%dx = 0 
t , i = l |aj=_m, ^ 
l^l=mi 
for all v? € Hjjr(Q) and u satisfies (1.2) in the sense of traces. 
The main result of this paper is 
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Theorem 1.1. Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let u € H™(Q) be the weak solution 
to the problem (1.1), (1.2). Then there exists Q0 C (0 U T) (open in £1\JT) such 
that u € C j ^ f ^ f t o ) , fi € (0,1) and dim//((ft U T) \ O0) < n - p, p > 2. (dim// -
Hausdorff dimension, n > Z). 
This theorem generalizes the result of [1] and [4]. In [1] partial regularity up to 
the boundary is proved by another indirect approach for systems of second order. 
In [4], interior regularity is proved by direct approach for systems of higher order. 
Our proof is interesting from the methodical point of view too. 
2. The interior regularity. In this part we shall formulate some assertions, 
which we do not prove. The proofs of the assertions are analogous to those in [4] 
or [3]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Lp-estimate in the interior). Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let 
u € JEf^ft) be the weak solution to the (1.1). Then there exists p > 2 such that 
u € ^ScP(H)» Moreover, there exists a constant C\ = Ci(n, N,m, L, u) such that for 
all XQ € 0 and 0 < R < | min{dist(a,o,dQ),2} the following inequality holds: 
(2.1) ( • / \D^u\pdx) <cxi \D^.u\
2dx. 
\ JQ(x0,R) ) JQ(X°,2R) 
By -fQfdx we mean the integral mean value of f in Q, and D—u = {D
aul : \a\ = 
mh i = l , . . . , N } . 
By using the Sobolev's lemma we get 
Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied and let n = 2. 
Then u € C^(0), » = 1 - *. 
Let for uieHmi(Q(x0, R)), i = 1 , . . . , N, the polynomials P^x^P^x
0,R, u\ x), 
x € Q(x°,R), be such that deg(P') < m,- - 1 and fQ(xotR) D^u* - P*)dx = 0 for 
all multiindices a : | a | < m,- — 1. 
Let us denote [P-.©./*] = 1 + ]£t=i Z)i0i<m. I
cal» where c%Q are coefficients of poly-
nomial P*, i = 1,...,N. 
The crucial point in the proof of regularity (for n > 3) is 
Lemma 2 . 1 . Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. Then there exists 
a constant ci = C2(n,N ,m,L , i /) such that for all XQ € 0 and 0 < p < R< 
min{dist(xo,dO), 1} the inequality 
(2.2) / \D*-u\2dx<c2 I \D^\
2dx-{(j-)n + X(x\R)\ 
jQ(x<>,e) JQ(x°,H) l \ - t t / > 
holds. Here x(*°, JR) = {u>(c3[R
2 + R2~n fQ{xotR) \D^u\
2 dx]}l~V*\ where w is the 
modulus of continuity of the functions A*?, c$ = c$([PxotR]). 
Using Lemma 2.1 and the method of induction we could prove 
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T h e o r e m 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. Then there exists 
an open set Oo C O such that u € Cj~—^(Qo), 0 < u < 1 and dim#(Q\Qo) < **—P, 
p > 2 . 
3. Regularity up to the boundary. In this part we shall prove the regularity 
of weak solutions to (1.1), (1.2) "near" the boundary T. For points i ° 6 T we shall 
prove the assertions analogous to those in Part 2. The assertionsa in Parts 2 and 3 
will imply Theorem 1.1. 
In our proofs we shall use 
Lemma 3.1(proved in [9]). Let M = {u € Hl>p(Q(x°,R)) : u = 0 on S with 
meas(S) > ci[meas(Q(x°,R))]} c\ > 0} 1 < p < oo. 
Then there exists a constant c = c(n, p, c\) > 0 such that 
f \u\pdx<cRp f \Vu\pdx, u£M. 
JQ(s°,R) JQ(X°,R) 
Lemma 3.2 (Cacciopoli's inequality). Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let u £ 
H™-^) be the weak solution to (1.1), (1.2). Then there exists a constant c' = 
c'(n, N, m, L, u) such that for all x° € T and 0 < R < | dist(x°, dQ\F) the inequality 
(3.1) / |D^t i | 2 dx < ~ ( \D^±u\2 dx 
holds. (Q'(x°,r) = Q(x°,r) n (ft U T), x° € 0 U T, r > 0. ; 
PROOF : Let x° € I \ 0 < R < f d i s t (x° ,dQ\r ) . If n € CS°(Q(x°,2R)), 0 < n < 1, 
?7 = 1 in Q(x°,R) and ID^t?) < c[R^Q^ \a\ < a, a = max{m t-}gsl, choosing 
<p» = «»if2a (t = 1 , . . . ,N , rj is the restriction of n to Q'(x°,2R)) in (1.5), we get 
easily, using the formula of Leibniz: 
N 
(3.2) £ £ / A°f{x,6(u))D*,WDaUidx = 
= £ £ / <(*•-"(-)>(£ «O->7-0 fe MMWuA dx+ 
|/?|=-mi 
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where U% = rf • tx', i = 1 , . . . ,n and Laj(n), Mal(n) are polynomials which involve 
derivatives of order < |a| - \y\ oi rj and being such that \Lai(rj)l\Mai(rj)\ < 
c^RW-W. Using estimates of L a 7 , Mai and (1.3), (1.4), it follows from (3.2) 
that 
( 3 » 3 ) N 
E E / iD°uf^<4^ £ x:^2(,7Hai)/ iDvpdx. 
fct lo.Hi.1 JWM t l |a | .mi 7«* JQ'(*°,2R) 
The function u 6 JET^O) satisfies (1.2) and it may be extended by zero from 
Q'(x0,2R) into Q(x°,2R). We denote this extension by u. It is clear that u € 
H&(Q(x0,2R)). Using Lemma 3A we obtain the estimate: 
y y y#2<MH«j)/ \Dw\2dx<c[R-2 [ \D*=±s\2dx. 
fe|«hi,-Ki ^Q(^ 2 «) iQ(xO,2R) 
This inequality and (3.3) imply (3.1). • 
Lemma 3.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma S.2 be satisfied. Then there ex-
ists a constant c£ = e^n, N, m, L, i/) such that for all x° € T and 0 < R < 
| min{dist(a,°, 9 0 \ T), 2}, the inequality 
i 2 / * 
2n_ 
2 (3.4) 4 \
DSL*\2dx ^C'A4 \DSLu\9dx\ > q = ~ T 
JQ'(*°,R) (JQ'(x°,2R) J n + 
PROOF : Dividing both sides of (3.1) by meas(Q'(a:0, R)) we have 
(3.5) 4 \DSL"\2 dx £ 4#~n~2 / |.D^u|2 dx. 
JQ'(*°,R) JQ'(x°,2R) 
Let 5 be the extension of u by zero from Q'(x°, 2.R) to Q(*°, 2.R). Using the Sobolev 
lemma and Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
/ \D^=^u\2dx = 
JQ'(x°,2R) 
( r 1 2,q 
= / |D2-iu|2 dx < 4 IT2 I Rq / \Dm*\" dx \ 
JQ(XO,2R) ~ \ JQ(*°>*R) ) 
Prom (3.5) and this estimate it follows that 
4 \D^u\2 dx < 4 U — 2 J / 1 ^ 1 * <** f 
JQ'(*0,R) (JQ'(x°,2^) J 
This estimate implies (3.4). • 
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Lemma 3.4. Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let u € H™(ft) be a weak solution 
to (1.1), (1.2). Then there exists a constant c* = c*(n,N,m,L, i/) such that for all 
x° € ft U T and 0 < R < | min{dist(x°,90 \ T),6} the estimate 
, 2 /g 
(3.6) -/ ID22^!2 dx < c* i -/ ID2^!9 dx i , 
JQ'(X°,R) ( JQ'(*°,6H) J 
_ 2 n 
*"~ n + 2 
PROOF : Is is known (from proof of Theorem 2.1) that there exists a constant c* 
such that for all x° € ft and R satisfying the inequality 6R < min{dist(x°,9ft),6} 
the estimate 
4 \D^u\2 dx<c'9\4 \D*hi\* dx\ <c*\4 \D*hi\
q dx \ 
JQ(*°,H) ^ JQ(X°,2R) ) ( JQ(X°,6R) ) 
holds. 
Now, let x° € ft and 0 < R < | min{dist(x°,dft \ T),6}. There are two possibil-
ities: 
a) 2R < 8, where S = dist(a;°,a;1), x1 € T, x1 - projection of x° on I\ 
b) 2R > 8. 
{ 1 2/g JQ'(x°,6R)\DSLu\9dxj * T h l S 
estimate follows from the interior estimate, 
b) If 2R > 6 then 
| 2 / g 
< •/ | D ^ | 2 dx < c'J^±^-c'Á -l \D^\" dx\ 
JQ'(XO,R) "• \.JQ'(z\2(R+6)) ) 
< c ? ( 4 |D--u|«<i.-l 
l yQ'(r0.6R) ) 
Putting c* = max{c*,C2,C3,cS}we have (3.6). 
Remark 3.1. We know that the weak solution u € H^Sl) to (1.1), (1.2) may be 
extended by zero from ft into Q(0,6). 
The extension u belongs to H^^O, &)), and it is clear that one has for all 
x° e Q(0, b) \ (ft U T) and 0 < R < £ dist(x0, 0Q(O,6)) 
, 2 / f 
4 \D*Z\2dx<4 \D^dx<<fA -f \D^\9dx\ < 
JQ(XO,R) JQ{*l,R) (JQ(T\2R) ) 
l jQ(x<>fiR) ) 
(x1 - projection of x°, x1 € T). 
Now we may prove 
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Theorem 3.1. Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let u € # ^ 0 ) be the weak so-
lution to the problem (1.1), (1.2). Then there exist p > 2 and a constant Cg = 
cj(n, N, M, L, v) such that u € H&>p(Q'(x°, R)) for all x° € OUT and for 0 < R < 
|min{dist(a:0,a«\r),6}. 
Moreover, the estimate 
(3.7) j 4 P^Pdx\ <cl4 P2**.2dx 
{ JQ'(*o,fi) j JQ'(X°,6R) 
holds. 
PROOF : We shall use the following 
Lemma 3.5 ([4, Proposition 5.1]). Let Q C Rn be a cube, g € L'(Q), s > 1, 
g(x) >0 on Q. Let the inequality 
4 g'dx<b(4 gdx) +e-f g' 
JQ(x°,R) \JQ(Z<>,6R) ) JQixOfiR) 
dx 
be satisfied for all x° € Q and R < min {| dist(x°,9Q), #o} where b > 1, RQ > 0, 
0 < 0 < 1 are constants. Then g € Lpoc(Q) for p € [s, s + e) and 
*/* / . \ -/* Of gpdx) <c[4 g'dx) , 
Q(x*,R) / \JQ(*°,6H) / 
where Q(x°,6#) C Q, R< Ro. The constants c,e depend on &,0,.s,n. 
Let u € #2KQ(0, *)) ** *ke extension of u € #2 a(0) by zero from ft to Q(0,6). 
Let us put g = |.D^|«, g = ^ , 5 = f > 1. 
It is clear that g € JD*(Q(0,&)). Lemma 3.4, Remark 3.1 and Lemma 3.5 im-
ply that there exists r > * such that g € £foc(Q(0» &))* Putting p = q.r > 2, 
it is clear that |D^S| € -^(QvO,*)) and for all x° € Q(0,6) and 0 < R < 
| min{dist(x°, #Q(0,6)), 6} the inequality 
\4 ID^'dx} <4{ 4 W^dx} 
[JQ(X*,R) j [JQ(*°.6R) j 
holds. The assertion of the theorem follows. • 
Corollary 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem S.l be satisfied and let n = 2. 
Then u € Cj^'^ft UT), |i « 1 - *. 
PROOF : Theorem 3.1 and Sobolev's lemma imply the result. • 
For n > 3 we have 
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Lemma 3.6. Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let u € H^Q) be the weak solution 
to the problem (1.1), (1.2). Then for all x° € T andO < p < R < min{dist(x°,dO\ 
T),l} the estimate 
(3.8) / | D ^ | 2 d x < c ' 1 0 / \D^\
2dx{(£)\x(x0,R)} 
jQ'(x°,p) JQ'(x°yR) y\lt/ > 
holds. 
4o = cio(n>W,m,L,t/), 
X(x\R) = {c,(cn[ l*
2 + H 2 ^ ^ c'u = c'u{n,N,m), 
p > 2, u> is defined in Lemma 2.1. 
PROOF : Let x° € I\ 0 < R < min{dist(x°,dQ \T),1}. Put A?f0 = .A?/(x°,0), 
9 - the zero-vector in R* and let v € H^Q^x0, j)) be the weak solution to the 
Dirichlet problem 
(3.9) І 
JT £ (-l)Wl>"(A$Z>V) = 0, i = í,...,N inQ'(z°>f), 
j = l |af|=mi 
(w-t;)€Hf(QV,§)). 
Then the inequality 
(3.10) / | 2?^ | 2 dx < c'12 ( £ ) " / [D*v\* dx, 0 < p < -?, 
JQ'(ZO,P) >>•«' jQ'(x»,f) D 
holds. (This fact may be proved by the method in [10, Lemma 4.2.11].) 
Putting u> = (u - v) € H^-(Q'(x°, £)), we have 
(3.11) V ; V / Atf0D^D
a^dx = 
= £ £ / [^-<(*,*(«))pv.o-«<(i.-, 
lЯ-mi 
The inequality (3.10) implies 
(3.12) 
íe^QV.f))-
/ |2?*«|2 dx < C;3 { ( £ ) " / |2)--»|
a ds + / \D*w\2 dx\ 
/Q'(xOlř) [ V « / JQ-íx
0,?) JQ'(xO,f) J 
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If we put # as w in (3.11) using (1.4) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
(3.13) 
/ |D--w|»<l-<eS4 / (J2 E \A%-A?f(xt6(u))\)*-\D*u\*dx. 
Prom (1.3) it is clear that there exists a function w = u>(t), u> is increasing, contin-
uous, concave, bounded, lim,_0+ w(<) = w(0) = 0, such that 
E E l<W)-<(*,«)! <«(l*-vl2 + b-«l2), 
t,j=l |of|=mi 
a:,y€0, p,tf€R* 
Using this fact, we have from (3.13) 
(3.14) / ID^I 2 dx < c'15 / u>
2\D*hi\2 dx, 
JQ'(*°,f) JQ'(*°,%) 
w = w(|*-*°|2 + ]T £ |W|2). 
•=1 |a |<mi-l 
Now we shall obtain some estimates. The method of estimating is analogous to 
that in [3, Lemma 2.2] or [4, Lemma 3.2]. 
We estimate the right-hand side of (3.14) using Holder inequality, Theorem 3.1, 
and boundedness of u>. For p > 2 we obtain 
(3.15) / u^DShxf dx < c'l6 í \D*v\
2dxl-f udx) 
•lO'(*°,f) JQ'(*0,R) \jQ'(*0 .K) / 
1-2/p 
Jensen inequality and Lemma 3.1 imply 
(3.16) 
4 wdx< w(c'17[R
2 + # 2 - n / | D ^ | 2 dx)), c'17 = c'17(n, N, m). 
JQ'(x°,H) JQ'(*°,B) 
Now (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) imply 
(3.17) / \D*hv\2dx< 
jQ'(*°,f) 
< C'IB Í P 2 ^ ! 2 dx L(c'17[R
2 + R2~n / \D*u\2 dx]) \ 
JQ'(**\R) { JQ'(*°,R) ) 
l -2 /p 
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From (3.12), (3.17) we have (for 0 < p < f ) 
(3.18) / \D*Mi\2dx<c[9 [ \D
nhi\2dx{(^)n + x(x\R)}y 
jQ'(x°,p) JQ'(*°,R) y\K/ > 
X(x\R) = ^ y ^ p > 2 . 
For f < p < R the inequality (3.8) is clear: c'10 = max{6
n, c'19}. • 
Now we can prove 
Theorem 3.2. Let (1.3), (1.4) be satisfied and let u € H^U) be the weak solution 
to the problem (1.1), (1.2). Let us put 
ri = | x € r : Km R2~n [ \D*u\2dy = o\. 
[ R-0+ JQ'(x,K) J 
Then for allx£ T\ there exists S > 0 such that 
uecs^'icyfaS)), ii €(o,i). 
PROOF : For x € T and 0 < R < min{dist(z, Oil \ T), 1} we put 
*(x,.R) = .R2-n / \D*u\2dz. 
JQ'(iF.K) 
Let c10 = max{c2,c'10}. It follows from (3.8) that for 0 < r < 1 
(3.19) »(S, TR) < c*lQ*(x, R)T
2{\ + X(x, Jl) • r ~
n } . 
Now let x € T\ and £o > 0, R1 < 1 be chosen by such a way that $(.£, R) < e& for 
0 < R < R!. It foUows from the construction of [jr\/*] on Q'(x,R) that [PX,R] < 
c^(x, R) + 2 for 0 < R < R' < 1. This fact impUes that 
sup [PX,R] < +oo for aU x € IV 
0<R<dist(xtdQ\T) 
Let now 0 < p. < 1 and choose r in such a way that 
(3.20) 2c£ 0 .r
2 - 2 ' l = l. 
For M > 8 denote C3(M) the constant of Lemma 2.1. Let e > 0. Then there exists 
.Ri > 0 such that R2 + $ ( s , .R) < c; , c * ^ for 0 < R < R%. This fact impUes: there 
exists #2 such that for 0 < R < R% 
(3.21) x(x~,R)<Tn. 
from (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) we have 
(3.22) * (* , TR) < T2»*(X, R). 
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By induction we get for every k: 
*(x,r*.R)<r2***(x,Jl) 
and hence for every 0 < p < Ry (R < R2): 
(3.23) *(x, p) < T 2 -"- 2 " (^\ *(x ,I ) . 
It is clear (# is continuous in x) that there exists 0 < 6 < R such that for every 
x° £ Q'CM), tf20+*(x
0,.Rxo) < cZ£m>
 R*° = dist(x°,9Q(x,.R)\r). Let 8 < f. 
We shall investigate the following cases: 
(i) x°€ Q'CM) nr , 
(ii) x°€Q'0M)nQ. 
(i) For (x°, JRxo) the inequality 
(3.24) *(x°,p) < T 2 ^ " 2 " (-£-} * *(x°,i*xo), 0 < p < R*o 
holds. 
(ii) Let x1 be the projection of x° on V and <*xo = dist(x°,r) = dist(x°,x ). If 
dxo < p < %*, then Q'{x\p) C Q'(x\2p) and *(x°,p) < 2"~
2*(x\2p). Using 
the case (i) (x1 € I\ 2p < Rxi), we get 
(3.25) Hx\p) < 2n-2T2-n-2" (~fA Hx\Rxi). 
In the case when 0 < p < dxoy we shall prove 
(3.26) 4.H*(*V,o)<;r^MJ> 
M 
(3-27) [P,V.„] < y -
Because dxo < 8 < ~, (3.25) implies: 
(3.28) *(*V X °) < 2
n - 2 + 2" • T2~n~2fl*(x\Rxi). 
Let us choose R in such a way that 
J? + *(*,!) < min {^--^^"-^^^(^^-^(cl,)-1^-^2^} 
Then (3.28) implies (3.26). From Q{x°,dxo) C Q'(x\2dx<,) it follows that 
[Px>,dx,] < 2
2ncJ1*(x\2d,.) +2 . 
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Using the case (i) (2dto < j£xi, x
1 £ T) we get: 
[-W..1 < 2a-cf1r»—^•(.Sil,,) + 2 < -£ + -£ = f. 
(3.26), (3.27) imply (by the arguments from the proof of interior regularity) 
( \ 2|» ih) 
Now (3.24), (3.25), (3.29) imply 
(3.30) »(*°,p) < const/i2'4, 0 < p < ^ ^ , x° € <?'(*,6). 
Inequality (3.30) and the properties of Campanato spaces (see [8]) imply: u € 
czzi^Q^sj), /.6(0,1). • 
Theorem 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem S.2 he satisfied. Then there exists 
To C T ( To - open in T) such that for every a; € To there exists 6 > 0 such that 
u € c^'iQ'ix, 6)), n 6 (0,1) and Hn^p(T \ T0) = 0, p > 2. 
PROOF : The existence of To C T, To - open, follows from Theorem 3.2. It is clear 
that r \ T0 C £ , where 
Y = | x € r : H m s u p . R 2 - n / p 2 ^ | 2 d y > 0 1. 
*-** [ R-0+ JQ'(x,R) J 
Let now u be the extension of u from (?'(#, R) into Q(x, R) by zero. Then 
R2~n f prn^p dy = ^2-n / j p m ^ dy 
JQ'{X,R) JQ(«,H) 
Using Holder inequaHty and the fact that u € H^p(Sl)y p > 2 we get: T \ T0 C 
E ^ E i where 
Y = I * € T : Hmsup.R*~n / l-D^pdy > 0 i . 
*-'1 I R-o+ JQ(«,K) J 
Then Theorem 1 from [6] impHes that Hn-P(T \ T0) = 0. • 
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